
ELECTION 2021

Hot dogs, attack ads and road rage: Virginia GOP’s
unusual nomination contest enters home stretch
BY: NED OLIVER - MAY 3, 2021 12:02 AM

          

 Four candidates have led the GOP �eld in fundraising and campaign infrastructure: Sen. Amanda Chase, R-Chester�eld; Del.
Kirk Cox, R-Colonial Heights; and businessmen Pete Snyder and Glenn Youngkin. (Ned Oliver/Virginia Mercury, Snyder campaign)

An AR-15 brandished during a virtual candidate forum. A �ood of mysterious attack mailers.
A candidate’s unabashed love of hot dogs.

The contest to become the Republican candidate for governor is entering its �nal week, and
the race remains just as unusual as when it started.
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Here’s are some things to keep in mind heading into Saturday’s convention.

There’s no clear front runner.
There are four obvious leaders in the seven-person �eld, but beyond that, it’s anyone’s guess
who’s most likely to win.

“It’s the most di�cult race to handicap imaginable,” said veteran political commentator Bob
Holsworth, pointing to the GOP’s plan to employ ranked-choice voting and a system that
weights delegates’ votes based on the partisan leanings of their home locality.

Sen. Amanda Chase represents Chester�eld in the state Senate and has embraced a hard-right,
populist persona in the mold of former president Donald Trump. She has a vocal fanbase on
Facebook, which took down her o�cial campaign page after she attended the infamous Jan.
16 “Stop the Steal” rally and posted videos calling the people who stormed the Capitol
patriots. (Her personal Facebook page remains active.)

Del. Kirk Cox represents Colonial Heights in the House of Delegates and served a two-year
stint as House Speaker before the GOP lost its majority. The embodiment of a conservative
establishment candidate, he’s emphasized his electability and suburban appeal in a year many
see as the GOP’s best chance to win back ground lost during Trump’s presidency.

Pete Snyder, a businessman who unsuccessfully sought the party’s nomination for lieutenant
governor in 2013, has drawn support from GOP elected o�cials past and present who
generally fall to the right of Cox on the political spectrum, including former Attorney General
Ken Cuccinelli, who served in Trump’s administration, Del. Dave LaRock, who penned a letter
to Vice President Mike Pence asking him not to certify Virginia’s election results and former
state Sen. Dick Black, who is best known for twice traveling to Syria to meet with Bashar al-
Assad.

Finally, Glenn Youngkin is a newcomer to Virginia politics and the former CEO of the Carlyle
Group, a massive private-equity fund. Like Cox, he has emphasized his electability in the
November election. He also brings the most personal wealth to the race, self-funding his
campaign to the tune of $5.5 million and establishing a political action committee to fund
down-ballot candidates.

Three other candidates will appear on the ballot, but they’ve struggled to raise money and
have had a limited presence on the campaign trail: Sergio de la Peña, a former Army colonel
and Department of Defense o�cial under Trump; Peter Doran, a businessman and author;
and Octavia Johnson, the former sheri� of Roanoke.

The race has been de�ned by attacks.
At forum after forum, the candidates have found themselves in agreement on most major
policy issues, with proposals to tighten voting laws in Virginia drawing the most attention
from both voters and candidates.
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To distinguish themselves from their opponents, candidates have relied on attack mailers and
negative stories about their opponents placed in conservative media outlets.

Breitbart noted earlier this month that Chase, who has campaigned as “Trump in Heels,”
didn’t always have the nicest things to say about the former president she now emulates,
quoting her remarks in a 2019 interview in which she suggested he was untrustworthy and
narcissistic.

Snyder has also faced attacks for his past comments about Trump, who he described in a 2015
interview on Fox Business as sounding like “a racist jerk” — a remark that has come back to
haunt him in articles and attack mailers. Snyder has also drawn negative coverage for a vote he
took as a member of the William & Mary Board of Visitors to ban employees and visitors from
carrying guns on campus.

Cox has taken the most heat for his role in expanding Medicaid coverage in Virginia,
described in attack mailers as a “lead architect” of the initiative. It’s a line of attack that fueled
two successful GOP primary challenges in 2019.

Younkin faced criticism in the Federalist for co-signing a letter to his employees last year
urging donations to the Southern Poverty Law Center, which tracks hate groups around the
country and the Federalist derided as a “viciously anti-conservative nonpro�t.”

Since the contact information of all 53,000 delegates was provided to the campaigns last
week, potential voters say they’ve been inundated with texts and phone calls. “I’ve had more
spammy text messages and phone calls telling me to vote for this one, or this one is a turncoat
and traitor in the last week than I’ve had in the last 25 years,” wrote one frustrated delegate in
an email to the Mercury.

Another delegate said he received 16 mailers on Monday of last week alone.

The Trump factor.
Regardless of their personal views on Trump, the former president represents a political
dilemma for all the candidates. He remains immensely popular with the GOP base that will
turn out for Saturday’s convention. But his presidency was disastrous for the party’s political
fortunes in Virginia, coinciding with historic losses in the House of Delegates that lead the
party to lose its majority in the chamber for the �rst time in more than 20 years.

Only one candidate, Chase, has publicly backed Trump’s baseless claims that the election was
stolen. (Two, Snyder and Youngkin, have declined to weigh in publicly and only Cox has said
Biden legitimately won the election.) But all of the candidates have said tighter election laws
will be a top priority, which is widely understood as a nod to Trump’s fraud claims.

While most keep their distance, Chase used one of her last weekends on the campaign trail to
travel to Florida in a long-shot e�ort to secure his endorsement.
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Chase said in an interview this week she secured an invite to a reception at Trump’s resort,
Mar-A-Lago. But she says her contact with the former president was limited to a brief
encounter.

“Right after the dinner I was able to speak to President Trump and he gave me a �st bump,”
Chase said. “I told him I’m Sen. Amanda Chase, running for governor. And his face lit up and
he said, ‘I heard about you.’ I gave him a business card.”

Chase said she’s had follow-up conversations with Trump’s chief of sta�, and while she said he
has not committed to an endorsement, she’s still hopeful.

“He didn’t take anybody else’s business card,” she said.

Snyder also took steps to appeal to Trump’s base over the weekend, comparing his transition
from business to politics to the former president’s in a campaign appeal. “Like Donald Trump
who ran to drain the DC swamp and Make America Great Again, I’m putting my business on
hold to tell Virginians that there is a solution to our problems,” he wrote.

There have been some unusual moments.
The campaign has been marked by unusual moments and tactics. The most recent came
Thursday evening when one of Chase’s aides says he brandished an AR-15 pistol during a road
rage incident, according to The Washington Post.

Chase was in the vehicle participating by phone in a candidate forum organized by the pro-
gun Virginia Citizens Defense League. “I’ve consistently voted against disarming law-abiding
citizens, especially this patchwork — O.K., we gotta go. I’m sorry, y’all,” she told the audience
before she is heard saying, “No. Stop.”

A clicking sound is heard — presumably a gun being cocked — and a man in the vehicle with
Chase is heard saying, “That’ll get your bitch ass in the car, won’t it?”

Chase turned the encounter into campaign fodder, sharing the Post story about the incident
on her Facebook page, writing “GUNS SAVE LIVES AND IT SAVED MINE LAST NIGHT”
and she’ll make no apology for being “prepared.”

While there have been an array of candidate forums organized primarily by local Republican
groups for relatively small audiences, notably absent from the campaign trail was a traditional,
large-scale debate between the candidates.

It’s unclear whether the four leading candidates ever appeared on stage together. Snyder, in
particular, emerged as the most reticent to participate. One of the few forums he did
participate in led to one of the most aggressive exchanges between the candidates after
Youngkin accused Snyder of �nancing false attack ads against him. Snyder responded with a
single line. “If I ever hit you, you will know,” he said.
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Meanwhile Cox, a mild-mannered former schoolteacher, made hot dogs and kind words a
mainstay of his campaign. He posted regular video reviews of local hot dog restaurants he
visited as he traveled around the state. He did not appear to have a negative thing to say about
any of them. He took a similar approach to his opponents last week, sending a letter to
delegates o�ering complementary words about all his opponents in the race.

The move is part of Cox’s convention strategy of speci�cally asking delegates to consider him
for their second choice on the ranked-choice ballots they will �ll out — something he has
openly embraced in a way other candidates haven’t. Under the system, if no candidate wins 50
percent of the votes outright, the lowest vote-getter’s ballots will be reallocated to a delegate’s
second choice in successive rounds of counting.

It could take awhile for a winner to be declared.
That voting system means it could take a while for the GOP to �gure out who the winners are
— delegates are also selecting nominees for lieutenant governor and attorney general. Party
leaders approved a plan last week to transport ballots from voting sites around the state to
Richmond, where they will be guarded by armed security and counted in view of a
livestreaming camera.

The fact that the party opted to hold a convention over a primary remains controversial. At a
forum last week, Youngkin worried it limited participation and set the party up for a steeper
climb in November. Only 53,000 delegates are eligible to vote compared to the 380,000 votes
cast when the party chose its nominee by primary in 2017.

Convention supporters had argued that, among other things, the party-run approach will
allow the GOP to require the winning candidate to secure a 50-percent majority of votes cast
through successive rounds of voting.

In either case, party leaders have warned the counting could take days.

“This is a time-consuming process,” Steve Albertson, who led the party’s rules committee, told
members of the State Central Committee last week. “There is no way around it. It’s going to
take a lot of folks in that room, and it’s going to take up to several days.”

And depending on who the winner is, the �ght for GOP votes could potentially continue into
November. Chase continues to accuse Snyder of unfairly in�uencing the convention by hiring
party o�cials to work on his campaign and says she’ll run as an independent in the general
election if he wins.
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COURTS

Virginia judge jails alleged domestic violence victim for
smoking pot on day of court testimony
‘Not treated with the respect, sensitivity or dignity required by law’

BY: NED OLIVER - SEPTEMBER 17, 2021 12:02 AM

          

 Loudoun County Circuit Court Judge James P. Fisher. (Photo by Don Del Rosso/Fauquier Now)

A judge in Loudoun County interrupted the testimony of the alleged victim in a felony
domestic violence trial last week to question her drug use, sentencing her to 10 days in jail for
contempt of court after she said she had smoked marijuana earlier in the day.
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She was then “physically removed from the witness stand by multiple deputies,” according to a
brief �led by the commonwealth’s attorney’s o�ce, which supports the woman’s motion to
vacate the contempt charge lodged by Circuit Court Judge James P. Fisher.

The woman, who prosecutors say did not appear intoxicated, served two days in jail before she
was released on $1,000 bond, according to court records. Meanwhile, the case against her
alleged abuser, who was facing his third domestic violence charge, ended with Fisher declaring
a mistrial.

“In the middle of a di�cult (cross examination), she was detained, interrogated, arrested and
removed from the courtroom,” wrote Assistant Commonwealth’s Attorney Elena Ventura, who
argued the woman was “not treated with the respect, sensitivity or dignity required by law.”

Marijuana is now legal in Virginia and prosecutors wrote in their brief that their witness was
just anxious and nervous during the approximately hour and a half of testimony she provided.
They said Fisher’s inquiry followed “intense and assertive (defense) questioning focused on
drug-addiction and in�delity.”

Prosecutors also wrote that Fisher refused to hear from detectives who had interacted with her
before the trial, who they said would have testi�ed her “behaviors were consistent with all
prior interactions and that she exhibited no signs of intoxication prior to her testimony.”

But the biggest issue, the commonwealth’s attorneys o�ce said, was that Fisher’s actions “may
create a chilling e�ect surrounding victim willingness to testify in cases of domestic violence,
an area of law already replete with victims recanting and/or refusing to cooperate, due to the
extensive trauma domestic violence victims experience through the cycle of power and
control, especially in cases where victims have mental health concerns, as … in the case at bar.”

In a statement issued by her lawyers, the woman said that’s exactly the message she received in
court. “I have learned that it does no good to report domestic abuse because the system and
the courts appear to have no real interest in protecting victims and punishing abusers,” she
said. “The judge has sent me a clear message.”

Fisher, the former commonwealth’s attorney of Fauquier County and onetime chair of the
county’s Republican committee, was appointed by the General Assembly to an eight-year term
in 2019. E�orts to reach his o�ce were unsuccessful and judges in Virginia rarely comment on
proceedings.

It is not the �rst time Fisher has jailed someone in his courtroom for contempt — a step that
legal observers say is unusual in Virginia.

Fisher had divorce lawyer Rachel Virk jailed overnight in January 2020 after �nding her in
contempt of court during a hearing in which she pressed him to clarify a ruling. The Virginia
Court of Appeals dismissed her appeal of the charge on a technicality, �nding that because the
order jailing her was signed by the clerk of court rather than the judge, there was no
jurisdiction to contest it. Virk has since �led a lawsuit against the clerk of court and sheri�,
which is still pending.
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Under Virginia’s summary contempt statute, a judge can immediately �ne someone up to
$250 and jail them for a maximum of 10 days for misbehavior, violence, threats of violence or
“vile, contemptuous, or insulting language” in court.

In last week’s domestic abuse trial, the witness’ lawyers say her actions did not meet that
standard. The Mercury is not identifying her because she is an alleged domestic violence
victim and has not given permission to use her name.

“She did not admit to doing any illegal activity nor did she admit to being under the in�uence
in the courtroom,” said Thomas K. Plofchan, Jr., an attorney with Westlake Legal Group,
which is representing the woman with Ryan Campbell at King Campbell Poretz Mitchell.
“There was no slurring of her words, nothing that indicated that she had taken some sort of
intoxicant that a�ected her speech or muscular movement.”

Plofchan also questioned the timeline, noting it was an afternoon trial and there was no
inquiry as to when in the morning she had used marijuana and how much she had taken.

Both parties also took issue with the way Fisher questioned the witness, noting she was never
advised of her constitutional and Miranda rights and that the “independent investigation” he
conducted by asking her about her drug use is barred by judicial canon.

A hearing on the motion to vacate the contempt charge is scheduled for next week.

The case has not gone unnoticed by lawmakers from the region, who called Fisher’s decision
to jail a domestic abuse victim troubling.

“Just in general when dealing with domestic violence victims, there’s a history of not treating
the victim with respect and dignity and we’re supposed to be protecting them �rst,” said Sen.
Jennifer Boysko, a Democrat who represents parts of Loudoun.

Sen. Scott Surovell, D-Fairfax, an attorney, questioned whether the witness would have been
treated the same way if she had said she had a beer that morning instead.

“When we passed the marijuana legalization statute, one of the things we tried to do was
ensure marijuana would be treated the same as alcohol,” he said. “I think it’s important going
forward that everybody remember that marijuana possession and consumption is now legal.”

The case has also garnered attention from marijuana reform advocates, who called the case
emblematic of the stigmatization cannabis users continue to face.

“In 2020, Virginia ended the practice of jailing individuals for using cannabis, and in 2021
made such use explicitly legal for those age 21 and older,” said Jenn Michelle Pedini, executive
director of Virginia NORML, the state chapter of the National Organization to Reform
Marijuana Laws. “Yet, these changes in code do not facilitate an immediate end to the
stigmatization faced by those who choose to consume cannabis, many of whom will continue
to be singled out for discrimination by those still wedded to longstanding stereotypes.”



This story has been updated to include a statement issued the woman jailed on contempt charges.
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GOVERNMENT + POLITICS

With Confederates vanquished, what’s next for
Richmond’s Monument Avenue?
BY: NED OLIVER - SEPTEMBER 8, 2021 2:31 PM

          

 A state of Confederate Gen. Robert E. Lee was removed from its pedestal on Richmond’s Monument Avenue Wednesday after a
lengthy legal battle. (Scott Elmquist/ Style weekly)

Onlookers cheered as crews lifted a bronze likeness of Robert E. Lee o� a 40-foot-tall, state-
owned pedestal Wednesday.
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O�cials say they plan to move what had been the country’s largest remaining Confederate
statue into temporary storage. From there, its fate is TBD, as are plans for Monument Avenue
as a whole — a boulevard built to showcase Confederate statuary.

“I think there’s a lot of opportunities, not just here at the circle but the whole treelined street,”
Richmond Mayor Levar Stoney said as crews worked behind him.

Last summer Stoney oversaw the removal of four city-owned Confederate statues along the
street. Gov. Ralph Northam announced plans to take down Lee around the same time, but was
delayed by legal challenges only resolved last week.

Va. Supreme Court clears way for removal of Lee monument in
Richmond
The Supreme Court of Virginia cleared the way Thursday for Gov. Ralph Northam to remove the Lee
Monument in Richmond, one of the largest Confederate memorials in the state. In two opinions issued
Thursday, the Court denied challenges by a small group of neighbors and an heir to the family that initially
granted the land … Continue reading

Neither Richmond nor the state have made any decisions about what to do next, instead
charging the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts with leading “a community-driven e�ort to
reimagine Monument Avenue.”

Northam had initially proposed dedicating $25 million for the e�ort, but lawmakers reduced
the amount to $1 million over two years, saying they’ll revisit the issue once the VMFA comes
forward with a concrete plan, which is due in September 2022.

https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/06/its-not-just-the-monuments/612940/
https://www.virginiamercury.com/2021/09/02/va-supreme-court-clears-way-for-removal-of-lee-monument-in-richmond/
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A spokeswoman, Amy Peck, said the museum is still hiring sta� to run the program.
“Inclusivity will be central to this initiative, which will kick o� within the year, and it will
involve community leaders, stakeholders, artists, urban planners, archivists and historians in
its planning and implementation.”

While the statues obviously won’t �gure into a reimagined landscape, there’s been debate over
the pedestals on which they once sat.

Northam has ordered the granite base of the Lee monument stay in place for now. The
structure, transformed by a thick layer of gra�ti, and the tra�c circle on which it sits, became
a rallying point for protesters following the death of George Floyd last year.

Northam’s administration unsuccessfully urged the city to follow suit.

“Governor Northam and our administration plan to keep the pedestal on which General Lee
and his horse, Traveller, sit in place until a planning process can be completed that considers
this pedestal, and all of the others along the avenue, as part of a bigger discussion,” Northam’s
chief of Sta�, Clark Mercer, wrote in a June letter. “Very strong arguments have been made as
to why the pedestals should remain; they have artistic value in and of themselves, though also
are important symbols that help us tell the story of what has happened in these spaces.”

Museum and arts groups also urged the city to pause before removing the pedestals. “Over the
summer of 2020, Richmond citizens rapidly recontextualized several of the monument’s bases,
transforming them into powerful platforms for shared voice and civic demonstration,” wrote
Ashley Hawkins, the director of Studio Two Three. “We want a process that honors these
e�orts and envisions these platforms as sites for healing, historical recontextualization, and/or
spaces for new works of art.”

City o�cials declined, voting in June to remove them, either paving over them entirely or
replacing the stone work with landscaping.

“We’re starting the process of sort of rebuilding this part of the city, and it has to start with
taking them down,” said Max Hepp-Buchanan, a member of the city’s planning commission,
according to the Richmond Times-Dispatch. “I understand the heartache and pain with losing
such a prominent landmark, but this is not, in my opinion, the kind of landmark we want in
Richmond anymore.”

The Southern Poverty Law Center also backed the pedestal’s removal, writing in a statement
in June that “removing the statue is not enough and that these pedestals represent the
un�nished business of reckoning with our country’s Confederate past.”

Meanwhile, the four city-owned statues remain in storage under tarps outside the city’s
sewage treatment plant. The state has not said where Lee would be taken, describing it only as
“secure storage,” but Richmond television station WRIC, citing unnamed o�cials, reported
Tuesday that it’s headed to the grounds of a prison outside of Richmond.

https://richmond.com/news/local/richmond-design-committee-endorses-removal-of-remaining-confederate-monument-bases-fencing/article_cc08ddf9-4da2-5e01-8ad8-ee1cab7358ab.html
https://apnews.com/article/us-news-richmond-racial-injustice-virginia-wastewater-07095de6084c0d73b2421d527e56d397
https://www.wric.com/news/local-news/richmond/robert-e-lee-statue-to-be-cut-in-half-sent-to-goochland-womens-correctional-center/


As for what’s next, the governor’s o�ce said only that it intends to �nd “a permanent,
appropriate location … for its display.”

Likewise, the city of Richmond has not yet made any decisions about what to do with its
deposed Confederates, but has solicited requests from groups interested in the statues. An
array of proposals have come in.

The Navy has formally asked for a statue of Matthey Fontaine Maury, a Confederate Naval
commander who is considered the “father of modern oceanography,” — though they say they
don’t intend to display it. The Valentine, a city history museum, has requested the statue of
former Confederate President Je�erson Davis, who was sculpted by the institution’s namesake
benefactor. A group of Civil War reenactors requested two cannons removed from the street.
And the foundation that operates the Historic Ellenbrook Museum, dedicated to the family of
Gen. J.E.B. Stuart in Russell County, asked for as many of the statues as the city is willing to
give, describing plans to create a driving tour “called the Southwest Virginia Historical
Monuments Trail.”

Several pro-Confederate groups have also asked for the statues, including the Sons of
Confederate Veterans and a small Tennessee-based company that calls itself the “New
Confederate States of America” and promised to locate the memorials on private property and
guard them 24 hours a day.

Finally, an artist requested the city’s Stonewall Jackson statue, which he said he planned to cut
into small pieces and sell.

The City Council has not acted on any of the requests and has not yet set out a timeline for
doing so.

https://rvagov.prod.acquia-sites.com/sites/default/files/2021-07/RCC%20Monuments%20Requests%20Research%20and%20Review%20Matrix%206.3.2021.pdf


 Onlookers crowd around the Lee Monument in Richmond watch as crews remove the statue from the pedestal Wednesday.
(Ned Oliver/Virginia Mercury)

Among the crowd that assembled to watch workers lift Lee o� his pedestal, opinions on Lee’s
ultimate fate were mixed.

“I think they should destroy it,” said Olu Johnson, a junior at Virginia Commonwealth
University. “It just doesn’t mean anything anymore.”

Others said they saw a home for it. Catherine Smith, a retired Richmond Public School
teacher who broke into jubilant song after the statue came down, said she thought it would be
appropriate to display it in a museum. “I’m not going to say blow it up,” she said.
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NED OLIVER  

Ned, a Lexington native, has been a fulltime journalist since 2008, beginning at The News-Gazette in
Lexington, and including stints at the Berkshire Eagle, in Berkshire County, Mass., and the Times-
Dispatch and Style Weekly in Richmond. He is a graduate of Bard College at Simon’s Rock, in Great
Barrington, Mass. He was named Virginia's outstanding journalist for 2020 by the Virginia Press
Association. Contact him at noliver@virginiamercury.com
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